MORTEN BO JENSEN, CHIEF DESIGNER AT VIPP

“The Vipp451 chair links the past with the future. The combination of
genuine materials and industrial refinement states a clear reference
to our design tradition and line of existing products. By introducing
tones, textures and upholsteries we open new doors, and take another
step into the furniture category.”

VIPP451

Chair

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

WARRANTY

A slender frame of powder-coated aluminium and a small back rest assembled in a five-piece construction gives the
chair an airy expression despite its sturdy components. Available in a variety of different upholsteries from textured

Vipp offers warranty according to national laws and regulations. The warranty does not cover defects or damage caused directly
or indirectly by misuse or poor maintenance, violence or manipulation.

fabrics to protected aniline leather, the chair is highly durable and diverse in both expression and use. The upholstery
features fine inner stitches as a design detail providing optimal seating comfort.
For additional protection of the powder-coated surface, included with this chair is a set of felt strips to be placed underneath the edge of the abutting table.
Materials
Solid frame in cast powder-coated aluminium, sturdy plastic feet and upholstery in leather, wool or polyester. To protect
hard flooring, replaceable feet with a welded felt pad are available as an additional purchase.
Leather: 100% protected aniline leather
Wool: 85% wool, 15% polyamide
Polyester: 70% polyester, 30% acryl

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR VIPP CHAIR

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

A Vipp product is crafted from a design heritage dating back to 1939, where
the quality of our products is measured on their ability to provide experiences
out of the ordinary. Made in powder-coated aluminium and soft upholstery,
the chair fuses Vipp’s industrial heritage with a desire to explore more organic
materials. Just like the first Vipp pedal bin from 1939, this chair is timeless in
its aesthetics, highly tested in its function, and valued for the joy inherent in
its daily use.

Frame
Keep powder-coated surfaces clean and dry. Use a lint-free cleaning cloth or a soft brush with warm water and a mild cleaning agent. Vipp products with dark surfaces should be cleaned with a soft brush and, if stained, with a bit of water. Finish by
wiping down the surface with a dry cloth.

Please take a seat.
We hope you will enjoy your Vipp chair for many years to come.
Kasper Egelund
CEO of Vipp and grandson of founder, Holger Nielsen

Upholstery
We recommend caring for the upholstery of your Vipp chair to ensure its long-lasting appeal and appearance. A few simple
directions will help preserve the upholstery’s natural beauty for generations.

The warranty presupposes rightful use as described in Vipp’s care instructions, which can be found in this folder or under
the specifications of each product at vipp.com. In case of a defective product, please contact your place of purchase.
For questions regarding your Vipp product:
Europe | info@vipp.com | +45 4588 8800
US | vippusa@vipp.com | +1 (917) 580 2148

MAINTENANCE GUIDE
The chair may need to be re-tightened for stability after some use. There are eight screws holding the frame together. Use a hex
key to tighten these. If you experience any problems, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service at info@vipp.com.
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There are two screws under each armrest. Tighten all four screws to regain stability of the frame.
Four screws at the bottom of the chair are used for the seat. These are the screws located closest to the frame.
These do not have any impact on the stability of the frame. Tighten these with care so the wooden seat is not damaged.
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Leather
Avoid exposing the upholstery to direct sunlight, extreme heat or sharp objects.
Use a clean, dry cloth to absorb spills.
Use a vacuum cleaner with a soft brush for regular dust removal.
Do not use detergents, ammonia, oils, polishes, varnishes etc.
Cleaning with soap flakes:
1.
Use ½ deciliter of soap flakes for a liter of hot water. Whip the soap flakes into the water.
2. When the water reaches room temperature, apply the foam all over the upholstery with a soft cloth.
Only use the foam, not the water, and avoid soaking the leather.
3. When the leather is dry, polish it with a soft, dry cotton cloth.
Wool and polyester
Vacuum clean with low suction to preserve the fabric’s colour and appearance.
Vacuum clean carefully and always brush in the direction of the pile and not against it.
Avoid using any type of hard floor brush when vacuuming.
Avoid exposing the upholstery to direct sunlight, extreme heat or sharp objects.
Avoid pulling or cutting loose threads. Push them back into the fabric with a blunt object.
Use a piece of white paper towel to dry wet spots.
Use lukewarm water on a terry towel, optionally with a mild neutral cleaning agent added.
Test on a less visible spot before applying a cleaning agent.
Use only small quantities of cleaning agent at a time and dry up with absorbent paper.
Avoid rubbing the fabric or the stain.
Avoid using air fresheners, this can cause a chemical reaction on the fabric.
Note that denim can give off colour on a light fabric (beige, sand, white etc.). This is not a reason for a claim.

IMPORTANT
The chair is well-suited for all kinds of applications in private homes, office buildings, showrooms, public halls, function rooms,
cafés, restaurants, canteens and bars.
Serious or fatal crushing injuries can occur from furniture tip-over. Do not tilt while sitting on the chair.

